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UNiTED SflAThS COUP1 OF APPEALS

OR ThIF FIFTH CTFCTuIT

No 79372

RALPH UDLLLStOM and CHEST DL

BRADLEY JR rdtvid lly and as
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tin4 ntiffsAppellees

HERMAN MACLEAN eta

Defendants

HJLIAN MT CLEAN Certified Public
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TAWJCE JDPATIN SLTE HARE
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FJENORANWM Ok JJR jCS EXCHANGE COMMISSION AMICUS

CURIAE ON PETITION FOR REHEARING AND REHEARING EN BANC

INTtRtS oF HE SECURJ PIES AND EXCHANGE_COMMISSION

The Secunties and Exchange Cainhisoion the agency primarily respon

sible for the admin stration and enforcenent of the federal securities

laws suhtt4 this runcrandun arur1s curiae on the pending petition

for rehearing and rehear ng en banc of this Courts decision of March

1981 Wule the Canr1ssior has to nerest in the outcene of tnis

litigation betwanr orivan partes rd tius takes no postion on the ulti

mate reso ut- cn of thi- an tIe Caumission is concerned tha4 the panelts

treatment certa ecu isai may have significant adverse impact



on the goal of investor protection embodied in the federal securities

laws

The panel decision in tins private damage action alleging violations

of Section 10b of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 15 U.S.C 78jb

and Rule lObS thereunder 17 240.lob5 as well as of state law

cariprehensivoly treats the procedural and substantive requirements of

the federa cause of action In their petition plaintiffsappellees

seek reheai ing on six .eparate grounds In this menoramium the Camussion

addresses two of those grounds the appropriate standard of proof in

Rule lOb-S action an issue ubich was not briefed prior to the panel

decision and the treatment of reliance as an element in such an action

The Carrnnsion believes that the panel determination that plaintiff

in Rule lObS action must prove his case by clear and convincing evidence

rather than by preponderance of the evidence and its articulation of

the legal $tandards reating to proof of the plaintiffs reliance as well

as its fai are to recognize alternative means of proving causationim

fact represent an erroneous and unduly restrictive view of the protections

affoided by tIe antifraud prohibitions of Rule lObS

The Ccnnission is concerned that the legal standards articulated

in this decision ii applied in future cases could have serious adverse

effects on the enforcement of the federal securities laws through actions

brought by private parbie3 Such private actions particularly class actions

such as the present case serve as necessary supplement to the Camiissions

own enforcement activities and provide an essential means of redress for

injured investors Mills Electric AutoLite Co 396 U.S 375 382

1970 3.1 Case Co Borak 377 U.S 426 432 1964 1tireover this



Courts reconsideration of the panels statements regarding reliance

could provide an invaluable precedent in future actions in which questions

are raised concerning causationin--fact and the distinct concept of

proximate cause or legal causation with which it is often hopelessly

confused Prosser Handbook of the Law of Facts 42 at 244

4th ed 1971 Reconsideration is further warranted because if the require

ment of proof by clear and convincing evidence adopted by the panel should

be extended to actions brought by the Ccrrrnission it could have serious

ramifications for the Carinission own enforcerrent prcgram 1/

STATEMENT 2/

Plaintiffs the appellees in this class action are purchasers of the

securities of Texas International Speedway Inc TIS an entity formed

to build and operate an autcnohile race track TIS first publicly offered

securities in October 1969 The class plaintiffs include those persons

who purchased TIS securities having received prospectus either in the

initial offering or in the overthe--counter market between October 30

1969 and January 28 1970 In Noveiter 1970 TIS filed petition under

Chapter of the Bankruptcy Act The apeellants in this case defendants

below include Lawrence LoPatin the former president treasurer and

director of TIS Leslie Share the former executive vicepresident and

director of TIS and Heruan MacLean the accountants who certified the

financial statements contained in the prospectus

1/ Of course neither causationinfact nor proximate causation is

an element of Carmission injunctive action

2/ This statement is taken fran the paneFs opinion of March 1981

reported at 640 F.2d 534



The jury in this case found 640 F.2d at 540 n2

that the TIS prospectus was materially misleading as to the land

construction and start up costs for the speedway track and TIS vnrking

capital position on October 30 1969

that the defendants failed to make proper disclosures concerning

those matters acting with reckless disregard for the truth

that Messrs LoPatin and Share were responsible for the falsity

of the TIS balance sheet arployed in the prospectus concerning cash on hand

and that they omitted to state that large loan was obtained fran company

affiliated with the principal contractor of the speedway

tint Mr Share was responsible for thc fact that an engineering

firm had periiutted the use of its name in the prospectus as an expert vhen

it had not performed due diligence procedures to ascertain the accuracy of

cost estimates used in the prospectus and

that Herman MacLean the accountants aided and abetted the unlawful

conduct of Messrs LoPatin and Share

On apoeal from judgment for the plaintiffs this Court in its March

1981 decision granted the defendants new trial because it concluded that

the trial court had erred in refusing the defendants request that it submit

issue5 or ie ic p.oxnrate causation to the jury According to the

panel the district court id at 548 confusea materiality with reliance

and improperLy concluded id at 549 that reliance and proximate causation

are questions of iaw raCiie Jan fact Further stating that thc issue

of the approsriate standard of proof would doubtless arise as an issue

in the new tria id at 546 19 the panel addressed that issue sua

sponte cc ncluding that the groper standard is that of clear and convincing

evicencc Lu cL



DISCUSSION

The Standard of Proof for Rule lOb5 Actions

The panel in this case ruled that clear and convincing evidence is required

to prove each elanent of private damage action for violation of Rule lOb-S

This holding is the only authority of which we are aware which irrses that

standard of proof for Rule lOb5 actions the panels holding is contrary

to wellrecognized authority whiCn utilizes pieporlderdnce of the evidence

standard of prmf for cases arising under the ant ifraud provisions of

the federal securities laws Further the panel disregarded the reouirenent

set forth in Addington Texas 441 U.S 418 1979 that the determination

of the appropriate standard of proof is to be based on balancing of the

interests of the opxsing litigants And the panel re1ies on cairron law

fraud cases which have used the clear and convincing standard while failing

to appreciate the differences between Rule lOb5 and the ccrrron law of

deceit and also failing to give any consideration to what we believe are

the better reasoned carton law authorities which use the preponderance

standard For these reasons we urge reconsideration of the panel holding

on this question

The Recognized Standard of Proof in Actions Under the Antifraud

Provisions of the Federal Securities Laws is the Preponderance
of the Evidence

The traditional standard of proof in civil action is the preponderance

of the evidence In one of its first opinions under the federal securities

laws g4ie Exç Ccnmissipn ajoineiea4co 320

U.S 344 355 1943 the Supreme Court held that preponderance of the

evidence was sufficient to show violation of Section 17a of the Securities

Act 15 U.S.C 77qa provision that is virtually identical to Rule



lObS 3/ In response to an argument that the potential for criminal application

of the federal securities laws canpelled strict construction of those laws

even When suits were brought in civil context the Supreme Court held that

those statutes rust be liberal ly construed and that

Where this proof the existence of security
within the menning of the Act is offered in civil

action as here nderance of the evidence
will establish the case

Id emphasis supplied

In keep my with the Supreme Court holding in woiner the federal courts

have tradif tonally applied the preponderance standard to proof of the various

elements in causes of action under antifraud provisions of the federal secu

rities laws For example inley einerCo Inc 637 F.2d 318

120 5th Car lyss private suit under Rule lObS against brokerdealer

for churning custaner account the appellant challenged the jury instruc

tions on damages The instruction directed the jury to find the facts relevant

to damages by preponderance of the evidence Id Faced with challenge

to the adequacy of the instruction this Court although not specifically

addressing the question of the appropriate standard of proof concluded that

Judge Mahon instructions on canpensatory damages were not only unobjectionable

bitt aeservinq of praise 1d at 329 Similarly in Mihara nean Witter Co

Inc 619 F.2d 814 824-825 9th Car 1980 the Ninth Circuit upheld the

standard jury instructions 4/ on churning instructions which call for the

3/ see Aaron Securities and mxcnangeCcrrciissiun 446 U.S 680 696 1980
canpanng Rule lob5b and Section 17a

4/ Those instructions were taken fran DeVitt Blacigriar lJracti8g
and instructions 98.13 3d ed 1977 619 F.2d at 824 This Circuits
own Pattern uury Instructions for Civil Cases published as 1980 supple
ment to that treatise state that in an action brought under Section 10b
of the ecurities Exchange Act the Plaintiff rust establish each of the

e1ement by rreponderance of the evidence DeVitt BlacJrar
at 37 1980 Supp



preponderance of the evidence to show violation of Rule lObS Likewise

other cases under the antifraud provisions have accepted the use of the pre

ponderance standard 5/

Proper Balancing of the Interests Involved in This Case

Requires Use of the Prçpgjdeance of the Evidence Standard

Under the analysis of Addinqton Texas supra 441 U.S at 423427

selection of the appropriate standard of proof requires balancing of the

interests of the opposing litigants In Addingon where the Supreme Court

considered the standard of proof applicable in state proceeding to involun

tarily incarcerate mental patient the Court noted that the individual

should not be asked to share equally with society the risk of error

when the possible injury to the individual is significantly greater than any

possible harm to the state Id at 427 However when both sides to the

controversy have approxirately ecual interests in avoiding errors they should

share the risk of error in roughly equal fashion Id at 423

5/ See G.A Thaupson Co Partridge 636 F.2d 945 953954 5th Cir 1981
this Court in discussing the due diligence instructions in Rule lOb-S

action noted that the district court had errployed preponderance-of-the
evidence standard of proof .Co Milstein 453 F.2d 709 718

2d Cir 1971 cert denied 406 U.S 910 l9T5jEhe court stated that

the plaintiffs should have an opportunity to prove their case by fair

preponderance of the evidence in an injunctive action under Sections

iOb and 13d of the Securities Exchange jict 15 U.S.C 78jb 78mdfl
Globus Law Research Services 418 F.2d 1276 1291 2d Cir 1969
cert denied 397 U.S 913 1970 the court held in an action brought

under Section 17a of the Securities Act and Section 10b and Rule

lObS under the Securities Exchange Act that causation was properly
shown by fair preponderance of the evidence Uniy4yjill
Foundation Goidnan Sachs Co 422 Supp 879 897 SD.NY
1976 the court held that the plaintiffs had established their case

under Section 122 of the Securities Act 15 U.S.C 7712 and Section

10b of the Securities Exchange Act by preponderance of the evidence
But see Securities and Exchap9f44on Tip Top Gold Mines Tnc
1SECJud Dec 374 Cob 1937 prior to the Sipreme Courts decision

in Securities and Exchan9Corrrnission C.M Joiner the court held in

an action under Section 17a of the Securities Act that fraud must be

shown by clear and satisfactory evidence



in this case proper balancing of interests calls for the preponderance

standard Tne traditional civil preponderance of the evidence standard puts

both parties at roughly the same risk of error standard of proof rrore

stringent than the traditional preponderance standard protects the favored

party against an erroneous decision that is adverse to him but increases

the overall likelihood of error This special measure of protection for

defendant at the cost of increased error is tolerable only when the possible

injury to the defendant is significantly greater than the possible harm

to the plainiff Where as here the interests of persons Who are alleged

to have intentionally or recklessly participated in the fraudulent sale of

securities to the public do not outweigh the interests of investors who pur

chased those securities tie very class of persons the federal securities

laws were designed to protect there is no valid reason to impose greater

risk of error on the investors In the present context preponderance

of the evidence standar of proof tuar asks inc al legen wrongdoers to share

equally with victims the risk of error Addington Texas supra

441 U.s at 427 is fair and should not be replaced by standard of proof

that shifts the burden to defrauded investors see Steadman Securities and

Exchange Cormiission 603 F.2d 1126 1139 5th Cir 1979 affirmed on other

grounds 115 U.5.d 4174 U.S Fob 25 1981

The panel opinion states that proof of intent to deceive is often

riatter of inference and that judgnent for the plaintiff detracts from the

defendant reputation to far greater extent than iii other civil litgaton

as justification for higher standard of proof 640 F.2d at 546 n.19 Neither

of these considerations warrants placing the risk of error on innocent investors

Reliance on inferential or circumstantial evidence to prove mental

st0t does not Race the preponderance of the evidence standard inappropriate



In Vance Terrazas 444 U.S 252 267 1980 the Supreme Court upheld

the preponderance of the evidence standard in case requiring proof of specific

intent to relinquish citizenship The Court noted that the duty to prove

the state of mind element was -x itself heaiy burden tha militates

in favor of using the preponderance standard of proof Moreover reliance

on circiristantial or inferential evidence should not require higher standard

of proof since as the Supreme Court has recognized

evidence is not only sufficient but may also be more certain satisfying

and persuasive than dect evidence Michallc C1evcland Tankers Inc

364 U.S 325 330 1960 In fact the Supreme Court in Securities and

anf9rrnission .M Joüierheasin Cpr supra 320 U.S at 355

has recognized the value c4 rcurnstant4 a1 ev4 dence in proving v1 olat4 ons

of the antifraud provisions oi tne federal securities laws witnout imposing

higher standard of proof for such cases For these reasons we see nothing

unusual or irrproper ahaut relying on inferences to prove state of mind in

civil proceeding This is ccnnonplace inquiry in federal courts and

the task is traditionally perfon ted pursuant to the prepondeLanue of the

evidence standard of proof

The possible blemish to the reputation of persons liable for civil

damages for federal securities fraud falls far short of the oonstitutional

rights or other extraordinary interests which the Supreme Court has held

warrant higher standard of proof Those exceptional situations in which

higher standard of proof has been employed differ fundamentally fran

the type of interest involved here and highlight the inappropriateness

of using clear and oonvincing evidence standard in this case For example

the Supreme Court has required clear and oonvincing evidence before an individual

may be stripped of personal freedan and confir ed indefinitely in mental



10

institution Addington Texas supra Similarly clear and convincing

evidence is required before an individual can be forced to endure the drastic

deprivations of deportation Woc Irrragration and Naturalization Service

385 U.S 276 285 1966 Plainly these interests are more substantial than

the interests sought to be protected here Indeed in Vance Terrazas supra

444 U.S at 266-267 the Sogrexie Court held tnat the clear and convincing

standard of proof is not required even where the proceeding has potential

result as harsh as expatriation The Court in Terrazas explained that wnile

in criminal and involuntary canritirent contexts we have held that the Due

Process Clause nrpses requirements of proof beyond preponderance of the

evidence expatriation proceedings are civil in nature and do not threaten

loss of liberty Id at 266 fortiori the risk to reputation of persons

Who have carmitted securities fraud does not carpel an extraordinary standard

of proof

Higher Standard of Proof Not Required Simply Because

the Proceeding Involves Charges of Violations of the

Artifraud_Provisions_of the Federal Securities Laws

The panel also imposed the higher standard of proof because it stated

traditional burden of proof imposed in cases involving allegations

of civil fraud is tie ctear and convincing evidence standard 640 F.2d at

545_5L6 ft proceedings under die federal ecurities laws are substantially

different from cron law fraud actions and even canton law fraud cases

were relevant the better reasoned autItrties recognize that the preponderance

of the evide ce standard Qoverns

The antifraud provisions of the federal 3ecurities laws are not coextensive

with cannon law doctrines of fraud and deceit g4l Blue Chip Stamps

421 U.S 723 744745 1975 Congress enacted the federal



11

securities laws to remedy inadequacies in the cannon law fundamental purpose

canton to federal secuntiesJ statutes was to substitute philosophy

of full disclosure for the philosophy of caveat and thus to achieve

high standard of business ethics in the securities industry Securities and

Exchange Coinnission Capital Gains Research Bureau Inc 375 U.S 180

186 1963 Thus the antifraud provisions of the federal securities laws

differ substantially ran the cannon law action for deceit which was available

for misrepresentations but traditionally did not recognize actions for nondisclosure

or halftruths See Prosser EiancThook of the Law of Torts T06 at 695696

4th ed 1971 The federal securities laws were onactod in large part to

remedy the inadequacies of the canton law in dealing with practices associated

with conterporary cannerical realities It is incongruous therefore to rely

on standards of proof developed for the restrictive carrnon law actions which

Congress found inadequate

Reliance on canton law fraud decisions is also unavailing because the

better considered canton law authorities approve the preponderance of the

evidence standard rather than the clear and convincing evidence standard

As the Supreme Court observed in cM4es and ExchaneCarnission Capital

Gains Research Bureau Inc ara 375 U.S at 194

There has been growing recognition by cannon
law courts that the doctrines of fraud and deceit which

developed around transactions involving land and

other tangible items of wealth are ill-suited to

the sale of such intangibles as advice

and securities and that accordingly the doctrines

must be adapted to the merchandise in issue

Thus sane state courts have declined to apaly more stringent standard of

proof in cases involving allegations of fraud when securities were involved



32

or when viola rom state blue sky laws were at issue 6/

Furthermore even outside the area of securities fraud policy

of placing such special burden clear and convincing evidence requirenentJ

on one who claims to be the victim of fraud is debatable McCormick on Evidence

340 at 797 n.74 2d ed 1972 The better reasoned state court decisions

in significant nurrber of states hold that there is no sound reason for

according special evidentiary benefits to those accused of fraud at the expense

of those claiming to be their injured victims and they have explicitly adhered

to the preponderance of the evidence standard of proof when fraud is at issue ii

6/ See pyCo tr 52/ P2c 22022l utah
Q74 obt- in redrccs une DOe .-nfifratd provisions plantiff

must an elanent the vi lotion by preponderance of the evidence
Eec al rarL OwasLta irsch ussn Organszations
Blue Repiapon 6.Oi at 64 to 65 1979 footnote anitted

The nature of the nlue sty laws virtually demands

that they be liberally interpreted in order to

eftertre ic anticnnd puroosc Thq
has tercc tr princi Ic govern ng the weight of

evidence civil carc actions

brougnt umer the ul sky in vs nave buen cecidcd

sane -tat accord fair preponderance
of the viJcnce wht3 as seen cescribed as

probability of belief bj riers of fact

7/ ARKANSAS yDni rc Dnor 25 Arc 1036 1041 479 S.W.2d

518 3i 97fl CALIFONIP cV thadi 562 P.2a 316 321
321 0a tr 033 03 /3 07/ C0DOJ Goodfellanv
Kattn 2o 58 DO ook Ap 975 FLORiDA Rigot Bucci

243 So.2d 51 371 Blu vppicrtCo First Federal

Savings our Issr 375 So 2c 118 ha App 1979 INDIANA

Criscar ran Ind I\pu 427 290 N.E.2d 119 123 1972
MflJTANk Carr Vestla i-c Co. 162 Ilont 379 383 512 P.2d

74 7s6 93 NWu27oT cvo rnduct.ns Thc Hofdran

LaRoche nc 10/ N.J Super 4/ o9 256 A.2d 803 8l48IcXI9
OHIO Boo eiold Eins eCor DOtcnberg Ohio St.2d 190 214

N.E.2d 667 1966 WIDE ISLAND Srath Rhode 1land Co 39 R.I

46 i53 5i1 98 16 SOOt DAKOTA General Electric

Credt Con M.D Air. Calms Inc 266 N.W.2d 548 550

i978 IIDKAS nnv Crodcett 576S V.2d 87 872 Tex Ot
App 079 WWO3T ir in 1Lrgans Estate lfl Vt 227
234i5 .2 22 940 Sc. Be oun Sohler

601 F.2d 353 354350 Ba Cir 3979
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While state court decisions in nonstatutory fraud cases have scinetimes

enployed clear and convincing evidence standard particularly when certain

types of equitable relief have been sought 8/ the use of the higher standard

generally has rested on hi storical costderations that have no pertinence

here The practice of requiring sore stringent standard of proof appears

to have arisen in equity actions in which the chancellor was requested to

grant relief on claims that were unenforceable at law for failure to carply

with the Statute of Frauds or the Statute of Wills and the higher standard

was subsequenly appi in actions seeking to set aside or alter the terms

of written instrunents higher otandard of proof was employed in such cases

because they were believed to involve special dangers thaL claims might be

fabricated See Note App1late 5eview in the Federal Courts of Findings

Requiring More than Preponderance of te Evidence cO Harv Rev 111

112 1946 2/

The concerns expressed in these cases have no relevance here Regulation

under the securities laws of the conduct of persons seeking to distribute

securities to the investing public poses no danger to the sanctity of written

documents More fundamertally imposition of standard of proof borrowed

fran inapposite cannon law cases would undermine the inportant purposes of

the federal securities laws which Congress enacted to remedy inadequacies in

8/ See Wigriore Evidence 2498 3d ed 1940

9/ See fyjgpq Moore supra 251 Ark at 1041 479 S.W.2d at

521 Clear and convincig evidonce of fraud is renuirea to cancel or

reform solemn writing but not to establish fraud in obtaining
contract by fraudulent misrepresentation Household Finance_Corp

Altenberg supra Ohio St2d 190 214 N.E.2d 557 In re Delliqans

Thtae supra 111 Tt at 234235 13 A2d at 287 This same rationale

i.e the protection of written docanento is apparent in riost of the

instances in which Dean Wigirore states that clear and convincing proof
is carrcnly applied Wicynore Evicence 2498 at 329 n.l3 3d ed
l94O see Note swra eQ Fan rcv at n.J
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canton law protections It is inconceivanle that Congress would have intended

to dIstort the factfinding process under these statutes so that persons charged

with fraud would be absolved of the conseguences even though the preponderating

weight of the evidence showed their misconduct

flu Extend the Clear and Convincinc Standard of Proof to
District Court Enforcemant Actions Brought by the Carnussion
Would Create an AncEalous Result in Ligt-L of the Supreme
Court ecent Decision in Steadrn Securities_pe
Ccnniscion Holdinç the Preponderar cc Standard Applicable to

th.

While the Carmission believes for the reasons discussed above that

the panel erred in rejecting the preponderance standard of proof in this private

damage action we are so troubled ubout the possible iiplications that this

ruling may have for the Canrassion own enforcement actions We are concerned

that the reasoning used in reecti the prcponderance standard here might

be viewed as supportirg the same rcault in district court actions brought by

the Cannission

In Steadnan Securities and Exchange Cormussion 49 U.S.L.W 4174

u.s Feb 25 1981 th Supreme Court upheld the use of the preponderance

standard in Camussior administrative proceecings While the Court based its

holding on an interpretation of Section 7c of the Administrative Procedure

Act provision not applicable in courL cases this Court in its own earlier

decision in atearan 603 F.2d 1126 979 had reached the same result under

the balancing analysis contemplated by Addinqton Texas an analysis with

wnicri the Supreme Court expresses no disagreement This Court had reasoned

that the possible risk to respondent in Carmission administrative proceeding

was not significantly greater than the possible risk to the Cannission if

its ability to police the industry is inpaired 603 F.2d at

142 Thus this Court concludes that the pctrties to such proceeding should
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bear the risk of factual error equally by applying the preponderance of the

evidence standard

The public interest served by Carmission injunctive actions brought in

district court is no less than that served by Camiission administrative proceedings

and from the point of view of the defendant or respondent in such proceedings

the potential for detriment arising from an injunctive action is certainly

no greater than that arising from an administrative proceeding Indeed the

potential for harm may well be greater in the administrative context where

the Caiwission has the authority to bar people from their chosen occupations

Under these circutistances it would be ananalous to require clear and

convincing standard in Carmission injunctive action while permitting the

imposition of sanctions on the basis of preponderance standard in

Caimission administrative proceeding

In Steadiran the Supreme Court was satisfied that the intent of Congress

as set forth in the Administrative Procedure Act was for agencies to utilize

the preponderance standard in administrative proceedings where fraud was

to be found and where it was possible that person could be barred from further

pursuit of his livelihood in regulated business Use of the preponderance

standard in proceedings brought in district court instituted under the same

remedial statutes would harrronize rather than distort the statutory

scheme for protection of investors 10/

10/ The question of the appropriate standard of proof in Caurission injunc
tive actions is presently before this Court in Securities and Excjp
Corrmission First Financial Group of Texas Inc No 79-3420 which

was argued on February 10 98l
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Reliance and CausationinFact

The Panels Rulings and the Ccnnissions Position

The panels decision contains an extensive discussion of the concepts

of reliance and proximate cause The panel stated that in addition to proof

of materiality proof of reliance and of the related but distinct concept

of proximate causation is prerequisite to recovery in Rule lOb-5 action

The panel discussed reliance first Reading the Supreme Court decision

in Affiliated Ute Citizens United States 406 U.S 128 1972 as holding

that there is presuption of reliance in certain cases the panel followed

prior decisions of this Court holding that the presunption may be rebutted

by the defendant The panel further held 640 F.2d at 548 that the presumption

applies only where case involves primarily failure to disclose implicating

the first or third subparagraph of Rule and not where the

case involves primarily misstatement or failure to state fact necessary

to make those statements not misleading classified under the second subparagraph

of the Rule Here concluding that misstatements and emissions were

involved the panel refused to apply the presumption

The panel went on to reconfirn the holding in Sin-on Merrill Lynch

Pierce Fenner and Smith Inc 482 F.2d 880 884885 5th Cir 1973

that subjec Live reliance alone is not sufficient to satisfy the reliance

requirement 640 F.2d at 548 Rather the panel stated it is necessary

to prove due diligence on the part of the plaintiff as well as his

subjective reliance it.

Turning to proximate causation the panel concluded that the but for

link established by reliance is not sufficient ground for recovery In

addition the panel requirect plaintiff to show that the misrepresentation
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was the proximate cause of his loss i.e that it touche pon the reasons

for the investment decline in value Id at 549

The Carinission does not disagree with the panel articulation of the

concept of proximate cause but subtiits that the panels analysis of reliance

the usual method of detonstrating causationin-fact between the injury suffered

by the plaintiff and the deception practiced by the defendant is unduly

restrictive in several respects In our view the panel erred in confining

the Affiliated Ute presuription of reliance to situations involving pure non

disclosure That presirption should also be apalied to cases involving an

atdssion of material fact necessary to make the statements made not misleading

In addition the panel ignored range of other cases in which plaintiff

should not be required to dtonstrate his individual reliance In those

cases involving market fraud or involving deception in connection with

public offering by the issuer the deception injures the plaintiff irrespective

of his own reliance because causationinfact arises through other neans

Finally plaintiff should not be required to prove that his conduct was

not reckless Rather due diligence should be treated as an affirmative

defense and Rule lOb-S plaintiff ho has denonstrated the defendant

culpability should recover unless thc defendant establishes the plaintiffs

recklessness

Plaintiff Shouid Not be Required to Prove

Reliance ir Cases Involving Half-Truths

Historically the plaintiff proof of reliance form of causationin

fact was required in catonlaw action for misrepresentation because it

is means of establishing causal connection between the defendant misconduct

and the course of conduct undertaken by the plaintiff which in turn results in
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harm suffered by the plaintiff See Prosser Handbook of the Law of Torts

108 4th ed 1971 List Fashion Park Inc 340 F.2d 457 462 2d Cir.j

cert denied 382 U.S 811 1965 Proof of proximate or legal causation

sthich was also required served to establish that the plaintiffs injury was

reasonably foreseeable consequence of the defendant misconduct Prosser

Handbook of the Law of Torts supra 110 at 732 As the law under Rule lOb-5

developed through judicial interpretation courts irported various of the

elements of the related tort cause of action for misrepresentation including

the elements of causationinfact and proximate cause See generally III

Loss Securities_Regulation l43-l432 1961 Note Rule lObeS The Elements

of lObeS cause of Action 43 N.Y.U.L Rev 541 1968 Note Civil Liability

Under Section lOb and Rule lObeS Suggestion for Replacing the Doctrine of

Privity 74 Yale L.J 658 671674 1965

The distinction between these two types of causation can be illustrated

by the following exarrple canpany atterrpts to sell securities to investors

by misrepresenting its earnings Relying on those misrepresentations certain

investors purchase the securities The carpany subsequently becartes insolvent

and the securities becarie worthless However the insolvency resulted not

because of an earnings deficiency but rather because of an unexpected natural

disaster winch destroyed the ccmpany plant and equijrnent Under these cir

ctristances the inve.tors can establish causationinfact the defendants

misrepresentations induced the plaintiff investors to purchase the securities

and thus the misrepresentations were sttstantial factor in bringing about

the harm suffered by the plaintiffs Prosser Handbook of the Law of Torts

41 at 240 4th ed 1971 The plaintiffs however may not be able to
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establish that the defendants misrepresentations were the proxinate cause

of riost of the plaintiffa injury While it was foreseeable that in light

of the misrepresentation is to earnings the plaintiffs stock would be worth

saneubat less than the ourchase price the zero value caused by factors

unrelated to the subject the misrepresentation could not reasonably be

anticipated Id 110 at 732

While proximate caue has been the subject of sane litigation see

e.g Moody achc Co Inc 570 .2d 523 5th Cir. 3978 the focus

of mile l05 author4ty in the causatjon area has been causationinfact or

reliance An iirtant case dealing with reliance is Affiliated Ute Citizens

United States supra 406 U.S at 153 where the Supreme Court held that

when the fraud involves primarily failure to disclose positive proof of

reliance is not prerqutis...te to recovery rather t1e Court stated in
all that recessarv is that the facts withheld be

material in th sense at reasonable investor might
have considered than inportant in the mak4ng of this

decision This obligation to disclose and this

witlthoJ ding of materiil fact establish the reguisite
elerrent of causation in fact 11/

In holding that there are situations Where the plaintiff is not required

to denonstrate his reliance in order to recover the Ute Court did not state

Whether the defendant in such cases would be permitted to prove that the plaintiff

11/ In Ute the defendant bank erployees induced the pla4ntiff holders

of stock to sell their shares without disclosing to than that the

defendants were in position to ga financially from the sales and

that the shares were selling at higher price in another market which

the defendants had themse yes developed The Suprane Court noted that

as to sane of the these defendants may have made no positive

representation or recawrendation 406 at 353

Although not relevant here the Suprene Court has raised the threshold

of mater1aLty to require that ran anitted fact in material if there

is substanna l4icelihocd that reasonable shareholder would find

it isrportant tmSCn4ustriestnc Northwyjnc 426 U.S
408 48
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did not in fact rely on the deceptive statements The Court however did

not suggest that it intended to dispense with the element of causation-rnfact

in Rule lOb-S action Thus subsequent to Ute the lower courts have generally

interpreted the Ute ruling as establishing presumption of reliance upon

showing of materiality presumption which the defendant may rebut by

denonstrating the plaintiffs lack of reliance 12/

Nor did the Ute Court articulate rationale for dispensing with plaintiffs

proof of reliance The general consensus reached following Ute is that the

Ute rule is justified by the difficulties of proof which would be created

by requiring the plaintiff affirmatively to prove reliance in nondisclosure

case The plaintiff could be forced to daiionstrate that he had in mind the

converse of the emitted facts which would be virtually impossible to deionstrate

in rrcst cases 13/ Alternatively reliance could be established if the plaintiff

derronstratee that te would have acted differently if he had known the truth 14/

But that starxiara is also difficult to apply since the proof of sucn hthe
tical course of action 15/ is inherently seculative

12/ Sinnn Merrill ch Pi rcc Fenncr Sruth 482 F2d 880 883885
Cir.i973 Conta ntalcrain Australiajyi Pacific

Oilsceds Inc 592 P2d 409 12 8th Cir 1979 and9
Sur1crical çp f2d 1033 C48 7th Circert denied

434 05 873 1977 Crc Pasociates aoanos 527 f.2d 1266 1271
1272 6th Cir 1975 Roe cz Bros Icc Rrloaces 491 F.2d 402 410

3d Cir 1974 cert. deniec 425 U.S 933 1976

13/ Note The Reliance Requirer ft in Private Actions Under SEC Rule lOb5
88 Han Pa 584 590 19l see Mrccl\ Bache Co Inc
570 F.2d at 328 531 F.2a iOOS 1015 5th Cit cert
denied 434 U.S 911 1977 Ttan_Crqyp Inc Faggen 513 F.2d 234
238 2ri Cir cert denied 423 U.S 840 1975

14/ See List Fashion Park Ire supra 340 F.2d at 462-463

15/ Note The Reliance Requirement in Private Actions Under SEC Rule lob-5
88 Han Rev 584 590 n.32 1975
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The Supreme Court in Ute as noted above characterized the situation

presented to it in that case as involving primarily failure to disclose

406 U.S at 153 The panel in the present case viewed that phrase

in an ui-duly narrow fashion holding that it would dispense with plaintiffs

proof of reliance only in pure silence case actionable under subparagraphs

and of Rule lOb-S It rejected application of the presumption of

reliance in cases involving halftruths i.e the failure to state

material fact necessar to make the statements made not misleading See 640

F.2d at 547-548

The Carmission submits that the panel erred in exc1 uding the half-

truth situation from the scope of the Ute presumption The language of Rule

lObS and sound reasons of policy and of procedure in litigation support the

conclusion that for purposes of determining whether the plaintiff should

be required to prove his reliance pure nondisclosure and halftruths are

equivalent

Half-truths necessarily have two components -- the statements that

are rendered misleading and the omitted material facts which render them

misleading The language of Rule lObS indicates that the nondisclosure

component of half-truth is the dominant element The Rule requires that

omitted facts not the statements rendered misleading be material Thus

halftruth should be classified as involing primarily failure to disclose

within the meaning of Ute

Even apart from the language of the Rule at east in certain cases it

is the omission or nondisclosure aspect of half-truth which in fact pre

dominates Evaluating each individual case to determine whether it is the

defendant statement or the nondisclosure which is primary would however
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present dfficult if not impossible task Such casebycase line drawing

would necessarily involve conjecture which the Ute rule itself is designed

to avoid 16/ Other courts of appeals have applied the Ute rule to half-truths

thus resolving doubts in favor of those the statute is designed to protect

Mills Electric AutoLiteCo 396 U.S 375 385 1970 17/ We

believe that this Court too in its decision in Rifkin CrcM 574 F.2d 256

262263 5t1 Cir 1978 held the Ute presuription to be applicable to halftruths

The Rifkin Court drew the line between positive misrepresentations where it

held the prestmption to be inapplicablc and nondisclosure and anission

i/ The courts have recognized the difficult attempting to parse
distinctions in this area Indeed the Ninth Circuit has noted

that there is serious problem even in distinguishing between

false statements and nonc sclosure

The categories of caussion and usrcoresentationa

are not mutually exclusive All iiisreorcsentations are

also nondisclosures at least to the extent that there

is failure to cx sclose which fart ii the misrepre
nta ion are not true Thus the ilure to report

an expense item or ar inccae temt wten such

failure is material ix the Pff1 tt Lte sense
can be characterized as an urrnssaor of material

expense item misrepresentation of incane or

both

Little First California Co 532 F.2d 1302 1304 n.4 9th Cir 1976

17/ Curt rtri urax tAuEtria_PLy La Pacitic Olseeds_Inc
suro .2d at 1412 n.l presxn tion of reliance may be used

wherc seller of stock of corruration holding patent license for seeds
refused to make warranty concerning corporation continued ability to

use seed subject to patent license kncMing that seed would be reclaimed

by Jicensee upon saic of stock mes Bateson 583 F.2d 545 558

st Cir 1978 pre xxrption ot rcliance may be used wnere purchasing
snareholder in close corporation portrays tne corporate finances as

bleak when in fact tie cash flow is rustricted but the conpany future

is sufficicntiy premising that the purchasing shareholder has entered

into urdisclosed and evertually successful negotiations for merger
Chcisea Associates Rapanob suyra 527 F.2d at 12711272 selling

starehoidc in close corporstion rives purchasers financial information

but iafls to disc ose that the ccmpany has lost its principal custcmers

and contract and has negative working capital presumption rebutted by

purchaser actual lack of reliance
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Where it held that the presuiption apolied The panel here has misinterpreted

Rifkin by reading the term positive misrepresentations as used in Rifkin to

encanpass not only false staterrents but also halftruths We suanit therefore

that the panel decision is inconsistent with Rifkin in declining to dispense

with the requirement that plaintiff prove reliance in halftruth case

Analysis of the Ute decision itself supports application of the pre

sumption as to reliance in half-truth case While in holding that the

plaintiffs in Ute were not required to prove reliance the Supreme Court

characterized the case as one involving primarily failure to disclose

the Court also noted that positive representation and recarrnendation

were made to at least certain of the injured sellers 406 U.S at 153

see note 11 supra such recarmendations must have been rendered misleading

by virtue of the defendants ilure to disclose that they were in position

to gain financially from sales and that shares by the

plaintiffs were selling for higher price in market Id Thus

While as to certain plaintiffs Ute nay have been pure nondisclosure case

as to other plaintiffs it was halftruth case Since the Ute Court itself

refused to draw distinction between deception resulting from total silence

and deception resulting fran half-truths this Court should also treat the

two situations as equivalent

Because the panel treated false statements and halftruths equally for

purposes of determining Whether to apply the presmiption of reliance the

panel found it unnecessary to characterize this case as primarily case of

false statements or primarily case of halftruths The Carnassion as

amicus curiae takes no position on which characterization is proper here
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determination which requires ar analysis of the evidentiary record which

we have not nad an opportunity to undertake If however the Court determines

that the case involves primarily halftmths it should hold that the plaintiffs

need not establish reliance On the other hand if the Court determines that

the case involves primarily misrepresentations before determining whether the

plaintiffs need establish their own reliance the Court should consider the

analysis set forth below pages 24-28 infra concerning another class of

cases in which proof of individual reliance should not be required

Plaintiffs Individual Reliance is Irre evant in Case

Invoivirg Market Fraud and in Case Involving Decqtion
in Connection With Publi Offering by the Issuer Where

In addition to the presniption of reliance applicable in cases involving

hal fcru-cris and nondisciosure wnsch arises frcxrt the Supreme Court opinion

in Affiliated Ute the Supreme Courts decision in Mills Electric Auto-

Lite Co 396 U.S 375 1970 suggests another situation in which proof of

individual reliance should not be necessary Such proof should not be required

in situation where particular plaintiff is injured irrespective of his

own specific reiance because of the impact of the frauduent conduct on persons

other than himself Undcr those circumstances proof of particular plaintiff

reliance is irreievant Biackie Barrack 524 F.2d 891 907 9th Cir 1975

cert denied 429 U.S 816 1976

In Mills the Supreme Court addressed the concepts of reliance and causation

infact in ie context of misstemcnts acid omissions maue in proxy statenent

in violation of Section 14a of the Securities Exchange Act 15 U.S.C 78na

and Rule 14a9 17 CFR 240.l4a--9 Recognizing that reliance by thousands

of individual pursuant to the proxy statement can scarcely be inquired

into the Court held that thcre was no need to prove that the deception actually
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had decisive effect on the voting 396 U.S at 382 n.5 Bather the Court

concluded sufficient si-owing of causation-in-fact can be established by

proof that the proxy solicitation itself rather than the particular defect

in the solicitation materials was an essential link in the accanplishment

of the transaction Id at 385 This test avoid the inpracticalities

of determining how many votes were affected Id

The Mills rationale has been followed by the courts in Rule lOb-S market

fraud cases As in the proxy situation fraud involving publicly-traded

security can injure an investor by virtue of means other than his own par-ti

cu1 ar reliance The courts have recognized that plaintiff should be permitted

to recover regardless of whether he relied on or even heard of the false

or misleading statement in situation where other traders have relied on

the misrepresentatIon thus altering the price at which the plaintiff traded

Blackie Barrack supra 524 F.2d at 906907 Ross Robins Co

Inc 607 F.2d 545 553 2d Cir 1979 cert denied 446 U.S 946 1980

Wachovia Bank and Trust Co National Student Market9_çp No 79-1595

slip op 34 D.C Cir.1980 c9rt filed 18/ nerall-- Note

The Reliance Requirement in Private Actions Under SEC Rule lOb-5 88 Nary

Rev 584 593 1975 Where such fraud on the market is involved proof

that the deception was material is persuasive circimistantial evidence

that sufficient niriber of traders in the market did indeed rely Id see

18/ See j49 594 F2c1 1261 1271 9th Cir 1979 Herhst

In 495 F.2d 308 13151316 2d Cir 1974 Schlck PennDixie

_______ 507 F.2d 374 380381 2d Cir 1974 cert._denied
421 U.S 976 1975 ChrisCraft Industries Inc Piper Aircraft

480 F.2d 341 374375 2d Cir cert denied 414 U.S 910

1973 See also Selk St Paul Annonia_Products 597 F.2d 63
8th Cir 1979
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Blackie Barrack 524 F.2d at 906 Thus proof of materiality establishes

the requisite causal link between the deception perpetrated by the defendent

and the reliance of market traders and in turn the injury suffered by the

plaintiff

This theory of causationedn-fact should not be limited to deception involving

an already publicly-traded security Rather it should also extend to deception

in connection with public offering of securities by the issuer and to subsequent

trading in the newlycreated aftermarket for such securities The Seventh

Circuit has uçiheld this theory of causationin--fact with respect to canmerical

paper in an action under Section 122 of the Securities Act In Sanders

John NuveenCo Inc 619 F.2Q 1222 12261227 7th Cir 1980 cert denied

101 Ct 850 March 23 1981 footnote artitted that court stated

tFVen though short term ca-cmercial paper is not
ordinari traded in tee same way as stock and

instruments of indebtedness of publicly held

capanies the price it will brine depends upon
the financiol conoition of the issuer relative to
that of other issuers and the going interest

rates in the money market In that sense there

is market price rospectu that reports

or that issuer financial conaition affects that

price In the case at bar publication of

issuersJ true financial condition

would have caused total collapse of the market

for its notes

OmnsisteriL with this araysis fraud in public offering of securities by

the issuer that is likely to affect the existence or outccrae of the offering

or alter its terms ouch as the offering price at which the securities are

marketed has an ininact on investors not necessarily because particular

plaintiff relies on the deceptive statements in the prospectus but either

because others involved in the marketing of the security rely on those
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representations or because the issuer if forced to make full and pair dis

closure would not have proceeded with the offering Individual reliance

by the plaintiff on the prospectus is in this sense irrelevant as in market

frauds generally

We know of no court that has rejected sudh market theory of causationin

fact In Rifkin Crow 574 F.2d 256 263264 5th Cir 1978 this Court

acknowledged the theory but declined to reach the causation-in-fact question

without full development of the facts And subsequent to the Rifkin decision

panel of this Court did recognize that the plaintiff need not prove reliance

in similar type of case In Shores Sklar 610 F.2d 235 239240 opinion

617 F.2d 441 5th Cir 1980 the plaintiff

who had purchased bonds in an initial offering did not allege that he had

relied on the misleading offering circular but claimed that proof of reliance

was not necessary because the fraud was essential to any marketing of the

bonds Noting that the plaintiff theory was very similar to the fraud-on-

the-market theory the Shores panel stated that

as the purchaser of stock on the open market

can expect the market to reflect all information about

that stock so too can the purchaser of new bond

issue expect procedures to float

successful bond issue to have been faithfully
performed

Id at 240 Therefore the Court concluded causation clearly present

irrespective of plaintiffs reliance on the Offering Circular and plaintiffs

lack of reliance is irrelevant Id

The panel opinion here does not rrention the fraudonthemarKet rule

in its discussion of the reliance issue The unqualified language it used

in rejecting the presurrption of reliance because this case involved alleged

misstatements and anissions in prospectus published pursuant to public
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offering 640 F.2d at 548 however indicates that it must have rejected

the rule application to public offering by the issuer And it clearly

rejected application of the rule to the TIS public offering since plaintiffs

urged application of the rule in their initial brief Br 4546 As arnicus

curiae we express no views on Whether the record in this case adequately

supports application of that rule of causationinfact in this case We do

however urge that regardless of the Court disposition of this case the

Court rrodify its opinion to permit use of market rule of causationinfact

both in cases involving publicly traded security and in cases involving

public offering of securities by the issuer 19/

Plain if Should Not Be Requi cxi to Prove his Own Due Care
DefenQant Should Bear the Burden of Proving the Plaintiff

Rccklessne0s
_____________________________________________

As noted above the panel concluded that plaintiff does not satisfy

his burden of proof as to reliance by showing merely that he in fact relied

rather he must also .how his due diligence The Carrnission urges the Court

to clarify that due diligence is recklessness rather than negligence

standard and to reconsider the panel position that the due diligence burden

rests with the plaintiff

Prior to the Supreme CourtL decision in Ernst Ernst Hochfelder

425 US its 976 various appal late decisions bad intsed due diligence

requirement understood to be negligence standard on Rule lObS plaintiff

The circuits Which inpased aJ requirement however did

so in the context of -L cpplcator to the defendant of negligence standard

19/ Of course as noted earlier causatiort infact is not the only causation

requirement As the panel recognized proximate cause must be shown
Accordingly even though an offering by the issuer would not have taken

place if the true facts had been stated in the prospectus purchaser
could rot recover for loss in value of the security Which is not

reacnnFblv foreseenhl coisecuence of the jefendant deception for

example oss resulting tn an unexpected natural disaster Where the

deception related to the carpany earnings See pages 18-19
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Holdsworth 545 F.2d 687 692 10th Cir 1976 en banc cert

denied 430 U.S 955 1977 enpiasis in original accord City National Bank

Vanderbocm 422 F.2d 221 230 8th Cir cert denied 399 U.S 905 1970

Cf 4gi9orp Finar94alThiarics Inc 524 F.2d 275 282 2d Cir

1975 Clement Evans McTlpine 434 F.2d 100 104 5th Cir 1970 cert

denied 402 U.S 988 1971 In light of Hochfelders holding that proof

of the defendants negligence uld not suppert private plaintiff clam

for damages under Rule lob5 the courts nave reexamined the utility of this

J_ -.C 14 nr.nnr mi .0çLype L.C ILL LLfl. CL Lk.C k/at Lt.1

In general1 post-Hochfelder decisions of the courts of appeals have

agreed that the plaintiff conduct remains relevant to his recovery 19/

They diverge however with respect to the standard to which plaint ff

must adhere 20/

19/ See Mallis Bankers Trust Co 615 F.2d 68 7879 2d Cr 1980
cert denied 49 U.S.LW 3531 Jan 26 1981 Hirscn duPont 553

F.2d 750 762763 2d Cir 1977 Strait Vaisnan Co Inc 540

F.2d 591 596598 3d Cir l976 ________
supra 636 F.2d at 953 py supra 551 E2d at 10131022
Ho1dsrth supra 5A5 F.2d at 692-694 See also Holmes

Bateson supra 583 F.2d at 559 n.2l But see JH Cohn Co
4canAr4salAsi8s 628 F.2d 994 999 n.4 7th Cir 1980
Gocxlman Epstein 582 F.2d 388 403405 7th Cir 1978 cert denied
440 U.S 839 1981 Sundstrand Corp Sun Chemical Corp supra 553

F.2d at 040 1048 these three cases sen read tegether indicate that

plaintiffs conduct is not in issue if defendant acted intentionally
but is relevant if defendant acted recklessly

20/ See ppy 434 U.S 911 911912 1977 White dissenting
from denial of petition for writ of certiorari Ca-pare Paul Newton

Texas Caunerce Bank 630 F.2d 1111 l211l227Cir 1Q80
Mallis Bankers Trust Co pra 615 F.2d at 79 and fpppy

551 F.2d at 1026JFecklessness will defeat recovery with Holdsworth

fq39 sppra 545 F.2d at 693 gross conduct sanewhat canparable
to that of defendant will defeat recovery and Strait Vaisnian Co
Inc pra 540 F.2d at 598 lack of reasonable conduct will defeat

recovery
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The panel opinion in this case uses the terminology due diligence While

this concept is generally associated with negligence following Hochfelder

this Circuit has applied recklessness stancard although continuing to use

the due diligence label See e.g G.A Thappson Co lnc Par

tridge 636 F2d 945 953 5th Cir 1981 Texas

Coinnerce Bank 630 F.2d 1111 11211122 5th Cir 1980 Dupuy Dupuy

551 F.2d lOOt 10171020 5th Cir cert denied 434 U.S 911 1977

Under the cue diligence standard articulated in these cases plaintiff

will be able to recover unless his conduct is roughly ccrnparable to that

of the defendant We support this substantive standard We do not read

the panels opinion in this case as altering this standard but we ask that

the Court clarify its reference to due diligence in order to emphasize

that it erribraces the meaning previously articulated by the decisions of this

Court -- reckless conduct by the plaintiff 21/

We disagree with the panel view that the p1aintff must bear the

burden of proving his lack of recklessness While we recognize that

this view is consistent with recent opinions by this Court in G.A Thorrp

son and Paul Newton Co which have interpreted Dupuy Dupuy as re

quiring the plaintiff to bear the burden on this issue placing that burden

21/ Sitting en barc this Court recently held in accord with Sundstrand

Corp Sur Chinical_Corp sujpa 553 F.2d at 1039-1045 that conduct

representing an extreme departurc fran the standards of ordinary care
and present rr danger of misleading buyers or sellers which is either

rjflwTz to the ciefendant or is so obvious chat tne defendant must have

been aware of it which the Court labelled severe recklessness

satisfies the scienter requirement Broad

No 772963 slip op at 61526153 pril 17 1981 If that standard

is to be applied to the defendants conduct plaintiff meeting the

burden of establishing that the defendant failed to meet that standard

should on able to recover unless the defendant proves that the plaintiff
conduct similarly arrounted to severe recklessness
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on the plaintiff conflicts with decisions of the Second Third and Tenth

Circuits 22/ In our view placing the burden of proof on the defendant is

the betterreasoned approach First we believe that defendant whose

fraudulent conduct was intentional knowing or reckless should bear heavy

burden in order to avoid liability Second the affirmative defense approach

avoids burdening Rule lObe5 plaintiffs with the difficult task of proving

negative

In Dupuy supra 55L F.2d at 10131020 this Court ccniprehensively

reviewed the due d4ligence issue in Pu1e lObS action and in partHcilar

considered the analogy to the tort doctrine of contributory negligence

As Dean Prosser has stated the great majority of the courts hold that

the burden of pleading and proof of the contributory negligence is on the

defendant Prosser Handbook of the Law of tmoits 416 4th en 1971

Since contributory negligence clearly operateLsj to the advantage of the

defendant isJ camorily regarded as defense to tort which

would otherwise be established Id The hardship of the contrary rule

is apparent Id Similarly the plaintiff in Rule lOb action

must da-ronstrate the defendant culpability substantial burden and

it would be an unwarranted hardship if he were forced to bear the additional

burden of pleading and proving his own lack of recklessness Thus we urge

this Court to reconsider its sition as to the barden of proof applicable

to due diligence

22/ See Mallis Bankers Trust Co 615 F.2d at 79 nl0 Straub

VaisrrenCo._Inc supra 540 2d at 598 Hoidsworth Stron spra
545 F.2d at 693
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CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons the Ccrrrnission believes that rehearing or

rehearing en banc is warranted
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